The article deals with the problem of destructive impact of extremist religious organizations on minors’ personality. Arrangement of special psychological and educational support can successfully solve the task of primary and secondary prevention of destructive impact of extremist organizations. This, in turn, requires an appropriate training of psychologists and teachers. The purpose of this study was to identify the conception of psychologists and teachers of general educational institutions concerning the threats posed by religious and extremist organizations to the minors. Moreover, if they are ready to implement primary and secondary prevention in this field. A questionnaire was developed to solve the research problems. The number of participants was 4106 people: management and educational staff, principal assistants on studies and educational work, psychologists, social teachers of educational institutions. The study showed that teachers and psychologists of educational organizations have general conception of the methods and psychological techniques of religious extremist and terrorist organizations’ impact on minors’ personality, as well as they know psychological characteristics of adolescents at risk. As a whole, most teachers and psychologists are aware of threats posed by religious extremist and terrorist organizations. However, about a quarter of respondents cannot assess these threats. This suggests the need to implement a comprehensive interagency training program for educators to implement primary and secondary prevention of the destructive impact of religious extremist and terrorist organizations on minors’ personality.
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1. Introduction

Today, in the context of intellectual crisis and moral relativism, which affected all ethnic and cultural communities of Russia, religious extremism has become widespread, with the aim to undermine finally any ethical standards of the Russian state, based on highly spiritual principles of civic patriotism and rich experience of traditional religions of the country. Global and regional trends demonstrate a growing influence of extremist and terrorist groups, where radical religious movements play a leading role. Among them are such regional sects as the White Brotherhood and Jehovah's Witnesses, and large international terrorist networks that have any impressive economic, human and military resources (“Hizb ut-Tahrir”, “Muslim Brotherhood”, “Islamic State” and others) (Afanas’ev, 2001; Ushama, 2014; Zinchenko, 2008).

In recent years, the religious extremism has been associated with Islamism, exclusively, in the Russian minds. To this day, terrorist Islamists suicides terrorist attacks (including ethnic Russians) have become a real scourge to our country. However, recently Russia has faced a relatively new kind of religious extremism, which has grown on the fruitful field of liberalism (acts of vandalism in churches, desecration of Orthodox shrines, etc.).

Often, extremist and terrorist organizations supporters use adolescents for indoctrination and recruitment as the most vulnerable group for their further use as a demographic resource for their organizations. Thus, an additional growth factor stimulating deviant and delinquent behaviour appears in adolescents and young adults. Religious extremists tell young people what they want to hear, concerning the imperfection and depravity of the modern world and the need for its early and radical change. Extremists use the youth as their weapons fighting against traditionalism putting their ideology into their hearts and minds (Aksakalova, Nurgaliyeva, Aksakalova, & Abdrakhmanov, 2014; Mammaev, Mollaeva, Damadaeva & Magomedova 2016; Zinchenko, 2008).

Different ideologies affect young people more than other social groups, due to psychological instability and social immaturity. Inherent adolescence rigidity often contradicts the norms of mutual tolerance in the modern global space, which leads to negative consequences both for the individual and for society as a whole. The wide participation of adolescents and young people in activities of extremist religious and political organizations is the evidence thereof (Williams, Bernard, & Jeffers, 2017; Schils & Verhage, 2017).

Unpreparedness of young people for manipulative actions of fraudsters, ignorance of any elaborated models and lack of skills in identification of deceptions lead to ideological enslavement. Assimilation of negative behavioral attitudes poses a serious threat to young people and society as a whole. The involvement of young people in religious sects is fraught with serious consequences: loss of national culture, identity, mentality (Dontsov, Drozdova, & Gritskov, 2013; Kisliakov, Shmeliova, & Tolstov, 2015).

In addition to the actual ideological (religious) addiction, charismatic leaders of extremist sects actively use drugs and other forms of addiction in order to enslave an adept’s life. As a result, the task of psychological and educational work with minors in general education institutions becomes critical.

2. Problem Statement

Recognizing the significant role of education in socialization of younger generation, the state imposes new requirements on educational organizations to form an independent, conscious, responsible
and socially mobile personality capable of active adaptation (Asmolov, 2013; Shmeleva, Kislyakov, Kartashev & Romanova, 2017). The arrangement of special psychological and educational support can successfully solve the task of primary and secondary prevention of extremist organizations destructive influence, which in turn requires an appropriate training of psychologists and teachers.

3. Research Questions

- What is psychologists and teachers conception of modern religious extremist organizations?
- Do teachers and psychologists know the ways and psychological methods of impact on the minors’ personality used by religious extremist and terrorist organizations?
- Do psychologists and teachers know psychological characteristics of adolescents-at-risk?

4. Purpose of the Study

Purpose of this study was to identify the conception of psychologists and teachers of general educational institutions concerning the threats posed by religious and extremist organizations to the minors. Moreover, if they were ready to implement primary and secondary prevention in this field.

5. Research Methods

We developed a questionnaire to solve the research problems. We conducted the study remotely by placing the questionnaire in the Internet using Google Forms tool. Data collection took place from 1-7 December 2017. Representatives from 37 regions of the Russian Federation participated in the study. Among the educational organizations that took part in monitoring, the majority were general education institutions, such as schools, high schools, and secondary vocational education schools. The number of participants was 4106 people, i.e. management and educational staff, principal assistants on studies and educational work, psychologists, social teachers of educational institutions.

6. Findings

The analysis of the data received revealed that according to respondents the “Pseudo-Christian” extremism was a predominant form of extremism expression (Fig. 1). This is because the Christian faith as a religion is most widely used worldwide and in Russia. However, it is important to clarify here that the predominant extreme forms of ideological views expression are peculiar to several relatively small confessions (neo-Protestants, neo-Pentecostals, “Jehovah's Witnesses”, etc.), which are in no way connected with the traditional Christian confessions in Russia.
Figure 01. Respondents’ opinion on the most active religion and extremist trends

Pseudo-Islamic extremism, represented in Russian regions by several international organizations ("Muslim Brotherhood", “Hizb-ut Tahrir” and others), and some local cells, and even single preachers, has gained 16% according to the survey results, reflecting a threat of spreading the ideas of Salafism and Wahhabism among young people. This problem is particularly acute in North Caucasus, the Volga region and Moscow.

Every fourth (27%) participant of the survey showed unawareness of or carelessness with the problem of religious extremism.

The monitoring results showed, that despite the tension in media the respondents thought that numerous small groups of “New religious movements”, Satanism, and “Death groups” were the least active and apparently only potentially dangerous (totalled 12%).

In addition, the study revealed a number of dominant features characterizing teenagers exposed to some destructive psychological impacts of religious, extremist and terrorist ideology supporters.

The dominant feature, according to respondents, was the teenager’s “Secrecy” (24%), his/her focus on internal experiences and lack of credibility, which found to be a fertile field for the development of “sectarian outlook” and tunnel thinking (Fig. 2). While introversion as a personality trait is one of the standard and socially acceptable models of behavior, the tunnel consciousness is not just radical in its separation from others. It aims only at dogmatic truths, supported by the authority of the head of organization, guru and spiritual mentor. In contrast to aggressiveness and indifference to their classmates, family and teachers, the object of indoctrination is often quite sociable in relations with ordinary members of the cult and its leaders, and his/her desire for secrecy is a protective mechanism aimed at preserving the “status quo” found in the cult. One of techniques applied in indoctrination can explain the comfort of a teenager in a sect, namely, the so-called “love bombing” in which a teenager gets attention, care, simple answers to philosophical important questions he failed to receive from others (Sosnin, 2016; Volkov, 1996, 1997).
The second less pronounced psychological feature was “Anxiety” (18%), probably resulting from teenager’s personal injury. It is worth pointing out that the adolescents often fall into destructive cults, due to an adverse social status of their parental household. Unemployment, alcoholism and abuse create conditions for a prolonged sense of emotional discomfort, anxiety, and, accordingly, escapist aspirations, the desire for a radical solution of all problems, including those solvable through the appeal to religious worship objects.

The third feature, indicated by the respondents, was “Submissiveness” (16%), a tendency to relatively easy submission to authorities and charismatic leaders, so popular among neo-Protestant and other Christian fundamentalist confessions.

The less pronounced are such symptomatically related indicators as “Hysteria” (6%) and “Ostentation of behavior” (8%) are less pronounced though they are in fact the signs of the same repression mechanism aimed at eliminating the socially unacceptable individual drives. Probably, the inner conflict with his/her own drives and needs often leads adolescents to religion. It entails alternative, i.e. destructive religiosity coupled with general religious illiteracy and opposition to parental authority.

A share of such specific property as “Mystical thinking” is relatively small (9%) as compared to the others, which reflects the attitudes of extremist groups although radical, but rationally explained.

Despite the created in media image, the destructive sects and terrorist organizations are often indifferent to excessive mysticism and ritual practice, keeping them as a necessary component of their ideology, but paying much attention to rationally based ideas of social and political restructuring, as well as teaching their adepts some tactical methods of radical and terrorist struggle.

According to the survey, members of extremist movements have predictably suppressed such social and psychological qualities as “Sociability” (1%) and “Leadership” (1%), and this is fully consistent with the indicators of submissiveness and secrecy.

A wider range of variance characterizes the following indicator.
The respondents believe that the destructive impact of religious extremist and terrorist organizations on minors’ personality includes several components, among which the “Imposition of false ideals” (22%) and “Destruction of traditional value systems” (16%) have priority (Fig. 3).

![Figure 03. Respondents’ opinion on psychological methods of destructive impact of religious extremist and terrorist organizations on minors’ personality](image)

The respondents also indicated the classic methods of destructive sects and organizations i.e. a break with the inner social environment, family and friends for the sake of deeper and total integration of a teenager into their community (24% in total).

The percentage of “Devaluation of life” response (12%) seems interesting for the purpose of further research in contrast to negligible activity of death groups in the regions. The educators have rated it below 1% of the total activity of other groups, indicating a very low share of the real activity of the death groups in social networks compared to religious destructive cults, which once again entails critical attitude to the media.

“Will enslavement” (10%) is also a well-known way of indoctrination, recruitment and programming of consciousness. The suppression with a subsequent submission of the entire emotional and volitional sphere is achieved through the whole system of adept’s new life style, that is closed, with a minimum of free time and personal space, filled with performance of ritual actions, physical and mental exercises, ascetic restrictions and any assignments as directed by a leader of organization - from innocent distribution of brochures and leaflets of the religious and missionary contents to accomplishment of illegal acts for the benefit of a destructive cult.

The survey revealed that the most frequently used methods of destructive impact on minors behaviour were “Mental abuse” (27%) and “Incitement to self-injurious behaviour” (20%), in respondents’ opinion, which again referred us to the aforesaid “Death groups” (Fig. 4).
Involvement into illegal acts (16%) illustrates the dangers that only some regions of Russia have faced so far. The use of adolescents as consumed mobilization resource for the purpose of illegal acts is due to the sensibility of minors to manipulative practices, the desire to violate social norms and parental prohibitions.

7. Conclusion

Thus, this study showed that teachers and psychologists of educational organizations had a general conception of the methods and psychological techniques of the impact of religious extremist and terrorist organizations impact on minors’ personality, as well as they know psychological characteristics of adolescents at risk. As a whole, most teachers and psychologists are aware of the threats posed by religious extremist and terrorist organizations. However, about a quarter of respondents cannot assess these threats. This suggests the need to implement a comprehensive interagency training program for educators to implement primary and secondary prevention of the destructive impact of religious extremist and terrorist organizations on minors’ personality. The purpose of this program should be the acquisition of knowledge by teachers and psychologists in the field of regulatory and legal framework, interaction of an educational organization with representatives of the Executive authorities and employees of education, health, culture, and social protection system organizations, as well as public associations, representatives of traditional faiths. The program should prepare teachers and psychologists for identifying children and adolescents subjected to a destructive psychological impact by religious extremist and terrorist ideology supporters; determining the degree of disturbance in mental, personal and social development of adolescents; developing skills of support and educative work with children and their parents.
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